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Follow My Proven 10-Step Method And Write Your Own Book In Less Than 24 Hours!From: Stefan

Pylarinos (author, six-figure marketer and coach)Subject: Your very own e-bookâ€¦in less than 24

hours.Dear future successful e-book author,The internet is a goldmine ready to be exploited.You, I

and any person know that.The truth is, the fastest way to start generating money online is by writing

and publishing your very own e-books. Luckily for you, I will show you how you can do this in less

than 24 hours.I know, sounds too good to be true, but I promise that by the time you finish reading

this brief message, you will know exactly HOW.Why Should You Listen To Me?I wonâ€™t beat

around the bush and market myself like most do, mainly because this is about YOU and how you

can finally start writing your own best-selling books.Over the last few years Iâ€™ve published

dozens of books in many niches.Iâ€™ve also written best-selling Kindle books that have generated

me thousands of dollars on complete autopilot and have been wildly acclaimed (the book is still

generating me sales, even when Iâ€™m comfortably sleeping in my bed at night).To view the books

I've personally written, just take a look at my Author Profile here on  for proof.Now, trust me when I

say that I can truly show you how Iâ€™m able to write best-selling books in less than 24 hours.And

the funny thing is that Iâ€™m not even a good writer! Here's What You Will Learn...â€œHow to Write

a Book in Less than 24 Hoursâ€• is a comprehensive training program where I show you

step-by-step how you can write a book in less than 24 hours, even if youâ€™re not a good writer.

This is what itâ€™s all aboutâ€¦11 chapters explaining to you in an entertaining way the entire

process of writing a book in less than 24 hours.My effective 10-step method that works like a charm

and is used constantly by me.It will work for basically ANYONE as I created a dead-simple method

to become an effective writer in record time.The books that you will be able to write can be easily

published in Kindle, Nook, Kobo, Smashwords or even in your own website!You can also publish

your books as a paperback or hardcopy book just as easily!If youâ€™re lost about what topic you

should write about, donâ€™t worry â€“ I will show you exactly how you can come up with hot topics (I

will also even show you how to conduct the proper research).How to come up with and write killer

titles that will create excitement in people who are checking out your book.If youâ€™re not rushed to

write the book, you can also do it in a weekend or even in a week if you want.And much more!Click

the BUY button to download and start writing your own book in less than 24 hours! Download "How

To Write A Book In Less Than 24 Hours" right now...
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The pros and cons.Pro: it's good marketing for his costlier products. A good example for aspiring

writers. The book is clearly set out. The philosophy part is in author voice and feels real.Con: the

book delivers on its promise only by redefining what it means to "write a book". The bar is far, far, far

lower than normal books. But he delivers. The instructional part feels fake, recorded, or otherwise

not real, like its not so important compared to the end marketing and start philosophy.Obviously not

much work, if any, went into this book. But I believe the merit is in the marketing and the

philosophical redefinition of "book" in the light of marketing on kindle. It's a sign of the times that a

callow and unformed talk can be sold as a book.

This book amounts to an advertisement for the author's writing course with the readers paying for

the ad. Like many 'how-to-write' Kindle books lately this one has errors in basic grammar and

spelling. No how-to-write author who respects his/her audience would ever allow something like this

to be published.The book emphasizes speed in writing over quality and accuracy. These are all deal

killers for anyone serous about writing quality books. But then, the book's subtitle does mention

'fast' and nothing about good, great, accurate.If it had been properly proofread readers would never

see spelling errors like 'proof read' and 'proof reading' (the correct spellings are 'proofread' and



'proofreading'). Simple errors such as these remove any credibility the author wishes to have in the

how-to-write genre.I'm glad I got it on a day it was free. I cannot recommend it at any price point

over $0.00.

I can tell this book was written in LESS than 24 hours, BUT that IS the point isn't it? Still a better

quality book than what I could personally write in 24 hours, but I can definitely tell.Get's the mass of

the message out quickly, though, and that's what I bought it for. But, after I finished reading, I felt

like it was too quick, too little, and left me wanting more!

A quick but useful read. The instructions are clear and reasonable, though helpful mostly for a

limited subset of book-writing, namely brief, non-fiction offerings similar to this book itself. It's part of

the marketing for the author's courses in quick book-writing (natch) and Kindle publishing, but

despite that it does offer useful (if somewhat broad) advice. If writing instructional and/or

motivational ebooks is something you want to do (either for yourself or for others), it's worth a

readâ€”particularly if you have KindleUnlimited or it's on a freebie promotion.

Common sense keep your head down and write ... what? but what bothered me more was how he

keeps pushing his courses. He even says he is more concerned about the marketing than the

author aspect of it all.

How to Write a Book in Less than 24 Hours is a comprehensive road map to a complete Kindle book

finished in 24 hours or less.I suggest that anyone who wants to launch an online or offline service

such as freelance writing, building sites or even a motivational speaker usethis method to introduce

your business to potential clients. You have nothing to lose (not even time) and a way to gain

credibility.The author explains each step thoroughly so that non-writers can put their thoughts in

book form and have it edited. It's so easy to add a linkto your Kindle book to your other marketing

methods. Just give it away!

While I didn't finish my first book in less than 24 hours - This eBook offers some helpful tools in how

to write and publish your book. I broke quite a few of the rules laid out in this "how to book" in my

first attempt and paid the price with a stall out. When insights are followed, this is a powerful tool to

have in your arsenal. There is a lot of focus on publishing an ebook on Kindle and other ebook

publisher. Be prepared for a sales pitch as well, but the tools are worth the pitch.



This book was short, precise and full of practical information. Exactly what I was looking for to get

myself into gear and actually do what I have been thinking about doing. While I did not write a book

in exactly 24 hours, it has cut my time in creating a non-fiction book way down, and thanks for

Stephan, I will be publishing my first e-book by the end of next week.
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